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A US radio station removed which classic Christmas song from its playlist
in December – amid claims it’s at odds with the #MeToo movement?
Baby it’s cold outside
Which of the camp mates in “I’m a Celebrity get me out of here” was
taken to hospital after hurting their ankle at the beginning of the month?
John Barrowman
Which cinema chain has been criticised for the £40 cost of seats in its
newly refurbished London cinema?
Odeon
Who won the final of this years “I’m a celebrity, get me out of here” in
December?
Harry Rednapp
Dalton Harris, the 2018 X Factor winner, entered the UK singles chart at
number four with his debut record, a cover of which song?
Frankie goes to Hollywood's The Power of Love
Who has been confirmed as the new host of Question Time for when
David Dimbleby retire later this month?
Fiona Bruce
Sian Gabbidon won what TV reality show in December?
The Apprentice
“Mary Poppins returns”, the sequel to the 1984 original was released on
the 21st December in the UK. Who plays Mary Poppins?
Emily Blunt
Which celebrity was the winner of Strictly come dancing 2018?
Stacey Dooley
McCauley Culkin brought back his home alone character this Christmas
in an advert for which company?
Google
According to Ofcom, what was the most complained about TV show of
2018?
Celebrity big brother
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Who was voted as BBC Sports Personality of the Year 2018?
Geraint Thomas
Which team won team of the year and greatest sporting moment of the
year at the BBC Sports personality of the year awards?
The England netball team
It was revealed at the beginning of the month that the records of 500
million customers of which hotel group have been involved in a data
breach?
Marriott
A blaze broke out in the Monsoon forest area of which zoo in December?
Chester zoo
Ryan, of Ryan ToysReview has been shown to be the top earner on
Youtube with earnings of £17 million last year. How old is Ryan?
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Which supermarket bought out seasonal tea bags; one flavoured as pigs
in blankets, the other as brussels sprouts?
Sainsbury
It has been announced that women are to be allowed to race the Cresta
Run tobogganing track in Switzerland. Why were they banned in 1929?
Because it was thought that lying down on their fronts would give women
breast cancer
In December, two nuns admitted embezzling about $500,000, from the
Catholic school they worked in. What did they do with the money?
Gambled it in Las Vegas
James Mattis resigned from Trumps government in December, what
position did he hold?
Secretary of defence
What caused the sky to turn blue in New York in December?
An explosion at an electrical power station
In December, Miley Cyrus confirmed that she had got married to which
actor?
Liam Hemsworth
Nigeria's President Muhammadu Buhari had to deny which bizarre
rumour in December?
That he had died and been replaced by a clone

